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Pond Claire Louise Bennett
Right here, we have countless book pond claire louise bennett and collections to check out. We
additionally have the funds for variant types and with type of the books to browse. The satisfactory
book, fiction, history, novel, scientific research, as competently as various supplementary sorts of
books are readily reachable here.
As this pond claire louise bennett, it ends taking place brute one of the favored ebook pond claire
louise bennett collections that we have. This is why you remain in the best website to see the
unbelievable book to have.
The site itself is available in English, German, French, Italian, and Portuguese, and the catalog
includes books in all languages. There’s a heavy bias towards English-language works and
translations, but the same is true of all the ebook download sites we’ve looked at here.
Pond Claire Louise Bennett
Claire-Louise Bennett 3.56 · Rating details · 4,372 ratings · 792 reviews Feverish and forthright,
Pond is an absorbing chronicle of the pitfalls and pleasures of a solitudinous life told by an unnamed
woman living on the cusp of a coastal town.
Pond by Claire-Louise Bennett - Goodreads
Claire-Louise Bennett’s short fiction and essays have been published in The Moth, The Irish Times,
and other publications. She was awarded the inaugural White Review Short Story Prize in 2013.
Pond is her first book. Bennett lives in Galway, Ireland.
Pond: Bennett, Claire-Louise: 9780399575907: Amazon.com: Books
Claire-Louise Bennett's short fiction and essays have been published in the Moth, the Irish Times,
and other publications. She was awarded the inaugural White Review Short Story Prize in 2013.
Pond is her first book.
Pond - Kindle edition by Bennett, Claire-Louise ...
‘What are days for?’, the poet Philip Larkin once asked. That question has felt particularly pertinent
these last few months. Claire-Louise Bennett’s strange and brilliant Pond (Fitzcarraldo, 2015) might
be read as offering an answer in keeping with Larkin’s, both profoundly straightforward and
infinitely complex: ‘Days are where we live’.
‘The knack of living’: Pond by Claire-Louise Bennett ...
Pond is a collection of 20 short stories written by Claire-Louise Bennett, originally published by The
Stinging Fly Press in Ireland on 10 May 2015 (ISBN 0-3995-7590-1). The stories are written from the
perspective of one woman (who is never named, an unnamed protagonist), who lives a solitary
existence on the outskirts of a small coastal village.
Pond (book) - Wikipedia
Claire-Louise Bennett’s short fiction and essays have been published in The Moth, The Irish Times,
and other publications. She was awarded the inaugural White Review Short Story Prize in 2013.
Pond is her first book. Bennett lives in Galway, Ireland.
Pond by Claire-Louise Bennett: 9780399575907 ...
CLAIRE-LOUISE BENNETT grew up in Wiltshire and studied literature and drama at the University of
Roehampton, before settling in Galway. Her short fiction and essays have been published in THE
STINGING FLY, THE PENNY DREADFUL, THE MOTH, COLONY, THE IRISH TIMES, THE WHITE REVIEW
and GORSE.
Claire-Louise Bennett (Author of Pond) - Goodreads
C laire-Louise Bennett’s highly acclaimed debut, initially published in Ireland earlier this year, is a
collection of 20 stories – the shortest of which runs to a couple of sentences. They are all...
Pond by Claire-Louise Bennett review – a stunning debut ...
Pond by Claire-Louise Bennett is published by Stinging Fly Press, €12.99. Claire-Louise Bennett and
Colin Barrett are in conversation with Niall MacMonagle in the Listowel Arms Hotel on Saturday,...
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Claire-Louise Bennett on writing Pond - The Irish Times
In the most literal sense, the twenty stories that make up Claire-Louise Bennett’s debut, Pond,
record a series of moments in the life of an English woman living alone on the west coast of Ireland.
The woman eats fruit, tries to replace a broken dial on her Salton mini oven, and wonders if the
cows in a nearby field believe she is Jesus.
Claire-Louise Bennett on Her Debut, “Pond”
First published last year by an independent press in Ireland, the book marks the move by writer
Claire-Louise Bennett from a series of essays and short stories, which have earned her critical
acclaim, to the sustained voice of a collection. And what a voice it is. In Pond you tumble down a
rabbit hole into an unsettling realm of ultra-close focus.
Pond by Claire-Louise Bennett, Paperback | Barnes & Noble®
By Claire-Louise Bennett 195 pp. Riverhead Books. $26. “Pond,” a sharp, funny and eccentric debut
from Claire-Louise Bennett, is one of those books so odd and vivid that they make your own life...
A Debut Novel Traces a Woman’s Life in Solitude - The New ...
The stories in Claire-Louise Bennett’s “Pond” convey a sense of real time. Photograph by John
Greim / LightRocket / Getty Three-quarters of the way through Claire-Louise Bennett’s début
collection,...
Fiction That Will Make You Feel Pleasantly Insane | The ...
" –O, the Oprah Magazine Immediately upon its publication in Ireland, Claire-Louise Bennett’s debut
began to attract attention well beyond the expectations of the tiny Irish press that published it.
[Read or Download] Pond Full Books [ePub/PDF/Audible/Kindle] A deceptively slender volume, it
captures with utterly mesmerizing virtuosity the ...
PDF Books Reading: Pond
Claire-Louise Bennett grew up in Wiltshire in the southwest of England. After studying literature and
drama at the University of Roehampton in London, she settled in Galway. Her short fiction and
essays have been published in The Stinging Fly, The Penny Dreadful, The Moth, Colony, The Irish
Times, The White Review and gorse.
Pond: Amazon.co.uk: Claire-Louise Bennett: 9781910695098 ...
Claire-Louise Bennett's short fiction and essays have been published in The Moth, The Irish Times,
and other publications. She was awarded the inaugural White Review Short Story Prize in 2013.
Pond is her first book. Bennett lives in Galway, Ireland.
Summary and reviews of Pond by Claire-Louise Bennett
Maybe not, but Claire-Louise Bennett does her best to deliver such interiority of character
throughout her debut collection Pond. The arch voice from Lady of the House, a story near the end
of the...
Pond by Claire-Louise Bennett review: a rewarding voyage ...
Claire-Louise Bennett grew up in Wiltshire in the southwest of England. Her short fiction and essays
have been published in The Stinging Fly, The Penny Dreadful, The Moth, Colony, The Irish Times,
The White Review and gorse.
Pond - Fitzcarraldo Editions
By Alexis Burling Published 2:13 pm PDT, Friday, July 22, 2016 Claire-Louise Bennett ’s debut made
a huge splash across the, well, pond when it was first published in Ireland last year. It’s a sure...
‘Pond,’ by Claire-Louise Bennett - SFGate
The narrator of Claire-Louise Bennett’s Pond is a woman somewhere in early middle-age. Late
forties, perhaps, or early fifties. She’s old enough to have built a career, had affairs; young enough
to not yet be on the scrap-heap. She favours straight skirts, flat shoes.
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